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Abstract. This paper regards the possibility of using the degree of the surface isotropicity to assess the
condition of the surface layer friction pair elements. The analysis is based on certain changes in
operational and technological surface layer. The methods of constituting the surface layer have been
characterized due to the features of geometric surface structure as well as the problem of assessing the
condition of surface in terms of functional features and tribological characteristics.
The evaluation of the occurring changes in the surface layer have been conducted by performing
tribological tests and for descript condition of surfaces the degree of surface isotropicity and weight loss of
specimens have been adopted. Whereas the assessment of technological state of the surface layer has been
carried out for the surface after its coating. Based on the analysis, it has been found that the use for
assessment the condition of surface layer and the degree of the surface isotropicity are useful and it is an
alternative way or supplement to classical adoption of a properly selected set of roughness parameters to
evaluate the potential functional characteristics of friction couples surfaces.

1 Introduction
Each technical object has a set of functional qualities, such as: reliability, wear resistance, fatigue strength, resistance to
movement, corrosion resistance, etc. Based on numerous studies, it may be concluded that these characteristics depend
on the greatest extend of the condition of the surface layer, especially on the parameters characterizing the geometric
surface structure [1-8]. Due to the fact that most these damages happen inside of the surface layer, the proprieties
enlarging- resistance on destructive working extortions during machine and devices operation are given rught to the
layer. Therefore, the surface layer is the subject of researches conducted in many scientific centers: domestic and
foreign ones. It has been confirmed that the mechanism and intensity of wear process depend on features of the surface
layer, established as a result of technological processes [9-12]. Affected by these factors (for example: mechanical,
thermal, chemical and electrical) while the friction pair is working, the surface layer is changing. These changes usually
cause a different loss degree of kinematic pairs ability to work to fulfill structurally accepted functions.
Shaping desirable features of the surface layer, especially the geometric surface structure, already in the
manufacturing process is a very important problem due to the ability of kinematic pair elements to fulfil the technical
object functions adopted in the construction process as long as possible. The surface layer produced in a technological
process has a significant impact on functional characteristics, which determines the durability of the entire machine. It
should be remembered that tribological processes should be always considered for a pair of elements- depending on the
association with the intensity of the wear process and even its mechanism may differ. The characteristics of the surface
layer are largely determined by stereometric parameters, which describe surface stereometric structure, more often
called the geometric surface structure. They are most commonly used to describe changes in the surface layer. They are
characterized by continuous changes during the manufacturing and operating process and thus describe well the current
state of the surface layer. During the cooperation of elements in a friction pair, their surface is in the interaction and
therefore the geometric surface structure has a significant impact on functional features and tribological characteristics
[11, 13-18].
Taking into account the phases of the machine existence ("life"), two forms of surface layer and its elements could
be distinguished: technological and operational. They occur as follows:
- in a phase of construction, design, machine elements manufacturing and their assembly (technological surface
layer),
- in a phase of the machining operation (operational surface layer).
There is no ambiguous information in the literature how should be surface layer elements classify during the
warehousing and transport phase, into the operational surface layer or technological surface layer. On the one hand, it is
not yet affected by external operational forces, so there are no grounds to include it in the operational surface layer, on
the other- the manufacturing process has been already completed- so it is no longer a technological surface layer.
In this work, the degree of surface isotropicity was assumed to assess the condition of friction pair elements.

2 Methods of the surface layer constitute
There are many methods for constituting the technological surface layer, as well as the number of different treatments
and technological operations- the components of technological processes of machine elements. A very general division
of the surface layer creating methods in which the criterion of division is the increase of material was proposed in [10,
19-22] studies. According to this classification, the methods of the surface layer constituting are divided into:
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- weight- loss method- realized by reducing object dimensions, e.g. machining, erosion, blasting work,
- loss- free method- implemented without reducing the dimensions of the object, e.g. heat treatment, plastic
working, implantation, PVD, CVD,
- incremental method- realized by increasing the dimensions of the object, e.g. electrolytic coating.
The examples of listed treatments in each of the cited groups present the fact that the increase is generally treated,
i.e. it might be positive, negative or neutral. In addition, it may be mass or geometric. Within the division adopted in
this way, all known techniques used in manufacturing processes shall be classified at least into one of the cited groups .
It should be noted that the mass increase is not always accompanied by a change in the linear dimension and vice versa.
Representative examples in this regard may be:
- implantation - weight gain without geometric dimension changing,
- burnishing - changing the geometric dimension without mass changing.
Based on the above considerations, it could be concluded that the technological surface layer is dynamic- its
condition changes after each cut or operation. However, the functional characteristics of machine is determined by the
condition of the surface layer elements after last operation, that is why this condition should be adopted as the
technological surface layer of the finished element and then it does have a static character.
The weight-loss and loss-free treatment are the basic manufacturing techniques used to shaping elements of the
technical devices.
The most widespread, because of its great universality and accuracy of shaping is the cutting process based on the
model of removing the material allowance in a form of chips by the cutting tool edge. The total share of machining in
the machine industry is currently estimated at about 50% and according to the forecasting by the International
Institution for Production Engineering Research (CIRP) this share will be significant for a long time. It results in
growing possibilities of machining applications and received accuracy [19].
Dynamically developing techniques for modifying the condition of the geometric surface structure of frictional
cooperating elements at the production stage are coating application techniques by the physical or chemical methods. A
thin- as low as a few micrometers- ceramics layer (most often) reduces the intensity of the wear process. One of the
reasons for this phenomenon is the fact that applied coating has a significantly higher hardness than the substrate and
thus more resistant to the effects of external operational forces. Application of the coating causes changes in the surface
structure, which may also contribute to reduction of the intensity of the wear process.
Changes of the geometric surface structure condition are dependent on a coating method. Physical vapour deposition
(PVD) and chemical vapour deposition (PVD) are basic methods for getting thin layers.
Conventional (i.e. not supported) techniques for producing nanocrystalline layers by CVD methods depends on the
coating material setting from the gaseous phase as a consequence of chemical reactions occurring the substrate surface
or in its vicinity. Temperature, chemical composition and conditions for flow of reagents through the retort are the
parameters that affect this process.
The processes of coatings physical vapour deposition (PVD) consist of changing the physical state of the coating
material based on vacuum techniques. There are two basic methods to change the physical material state from which the
coating will be made:
- evaporation or sublimation,
- sputtering influenced by non-thermal physical excitations.
PVD coatings, like CVD, significantly increase wear resistance and thus durability. The application is also similar,
i.e. mainly these are coatings applied to cutting tools and frictional cooperating surfaces.

3 Transformation of the surface layer
The features of technological surface layer, constituted as a result of the implementation of the assumed technological
process, significantly depend on kind of operations and their parameters that occur in a manufacturing process. In turn,
the course of wear depends on the features of the technological surface layer- its mechanism, intensity, effects and
consequently the machines durability. Characteristics of the technological surface layer are changing after each
operation and treatment undertaken, so it might be said that it is dynamic. These changes concern both, the inside of
surface layer and its top and the whole process is called the transformation of the technological surface layer. However,
the functional characteristics of machine is determined by the condition of the surface layer elements after last
operation, that is why this condition should be adopted as the technological surface layer of the finished element and
then it does have a static character.
The effect of kinematic excitations is mainly observed in the geometric surface structure. These forces are affected
by kinematic machining parameters. The shape and placement of machining marks after each technological operation,
i.e. the directionality of the geometric surface structure, depend on their value and relation between the movements of
the tool and workpiece. Figure 1 shows examples of surface structures obtained by various finishing methods.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. Surface structures after finishing: a) turning, b) grinding, c) mill-turning.

The presented drawings show that the structures obtained by turning and grinding are anisotropic, while in the case
of hybrid machining which is milling, the structure is clearly isotropic. As the operational characteristics of
technological surface layer is adopted those which characterize the condition of surface layer after completion of the
whole technological process. Transient parameters describing the state of surface layer are significant, only if they cause
any reactions in following technological operations.
Since the moment of beginning of operation process of a technical object, right from the time when it begins to
affect the object and its component elements the external operational forces, the technological surface layer is
transformed into operational surface layer and the process of transformation begins. Similarly, like in the case of
technological surface layer transformation, it is a dynamic process. The state of operational surface layer is changing
during the whole phase of machines and devices operation. The common feature of transformation, both technological
surface layer and operational surface layer, is their dynamic character. Nevertheless, in case of technological surface
layer, with regard of the course of operation process, a really essential is the state at the end of production, however for
operational surface layer essential is its current state.
For description of state and changes in the surface layer of machine elements, and so to delimitate also the
functional characteristics of machines, the most often the different parameters of roughness are applied [1, 23-26].
Undoubtedly, they are important for both the splitting and concentrated contact of cooperating surfaces, however the
inference of the condition of the surface layer only based on roughness parameters may not reflect the surface
functional behaviour the specific external forces.

4 The issue of evaluating the status of the geometrical surface structure in the
aspect of functional characteristics
One of the fundamental objectives of geometrical surface structure metrology in addition to control is to anticipate and
optimize its functional features of the surface which are related to its shape. An important step in the analysis of the
surface is to choose the appropriate parameters which lead to proper conclusions, whether the determinate geometric
structure can provide the necessary functional characteristics of surface. Facilitating factor in choosing parameters for
the geometric surface structure analysis is to consider the working conditions and resulting goals [11, 15, 18, 21, 26,27].
These conditions might be, for example:
- should the surface hold the lubricant?
- will the material be removed from the surface?
- will the surface tension occur?
It should be clear that to take an advantage of all parameters to access the geometric surface structure with respect to
its functional characteristics is not realistic. On the other hand, the simplification is to attempt a geometric surface
structure using only one parameter, which is unfortunately very common in industrial practice. The development of
computer-aided, precision measuring and digital apparatus for surface analysis favors the creation of many parameters
used to description the geometric surface structure. However, there is a tendency to harmonize and reduce the number
of privileged parameters in national standards these days. Creating a universal set of parameters, equally useful for
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surfaces with various functional assignment is not possible in practice. Even with similar values of basic amplitude
parameters, the other parameters may differ significantly. The surface assessment may be then ambiguous, because they
shall have similar or the same roughness parameter value and different functional characteristics. Figure 2 shows an
example comparison of Ra roughness parameter for different types of profiles.

Fig. 2. Comparison of profiles with the same Ra value [27].

Despite the same value of the Ra roughness parameter, presented profiles will have different operational features.
For each of analyzed surfaces should be decided separately which features of the geometric surface structure are
important in terms of functional characteristics and which roughness parameters give the most appropriate information.
No standards exist that stating in which cases particular parameters should be used. Only relevant recommendations can
be found in the literature to selecting parameters for evaluation the functional characteristics.
In figure 3 the examples of roughness parameters comparison for different surfaces determining different functional
characteristics are shown.

a)

b)
Ra = 1,15 μm
Rz = 5,31 μm
Rt = 5,8 μm
Rp = 3,47 μm
Rk = 3,02 μm
Rpk = 1,45 μm
Rvk = 0,51 μm

Ra = 1,21 μm
Rz = 5,73 μm
Rt = 6,31 μm
Rp = 3,94 μm
Rk = 3,24 μm
Rpk = 1,21 μm
Rvk = 3,81 μm

Fig. 3. View and parameters describing the geometrical surface structure of the machined surfaces: a) turning - for vC = 18.5 m · s-1
and f = 0.17 mm · rev-1 (aluminum), b) mill-turning - for vC = 2, 1 m · s-1 and f = 0.75 mm · rev-1 (steel)

The presented comparison shows that the amplitude parameters, which are commonly used to describe tribological
characteristics, and which were the first parameters taken into account to assess the surface, do not quite accurately
inform about the possible behavior of the surfaces in a kinematic pair. Only the analysis of the bearing capacity curve
parameters differentiates frictional association behavior. A surface with a much higher Rvk value will be the surface
with greater oil holding ability and at the same, because of the lower value of Rpk, although not so distinctly, it will be
more wearability in initial phase of cooperation.
Selection of various roughness parameters for the assessment functional characteristics and to appoint tribological
characteristics is carried out, i.a. based on researches, statistical relationships between them and availability of
apparatus. As already shown, the selected parameters describing surface structure in the aspect of its functional
characteristics cannot be always clearly classify. Surface characteristics based on roughness parameters are additionally
difficult because of the parameter values variability at the different surface places which resulting from the machining
process. For each parameter the range of its value is different, usually larger for longitudinal parameters than for height
ones and in practice the possible spread can reach up to several percent. For these reasons, this selection will always be
burdened with more or less subjectivity. In functional characteristics evaluation is always recommended to use a set of
appropriately selected parameters, which is often complicated [12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 26]. Even in some studies concerning
the functional characteristics assessment besides selected for evaluation parameters it is possible to find an information
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about processing method. Therefore, some beneficial solution is to use mathematical functions, which describe the
surface in a frequency method, for delineate the geometric surface structure [22, 28]. This procedure seems to be free
from the fault of subjective parameters selection model and with the dynamic development of computer techniques
supporting engineering activities, determining these functions is not a complicated activity. In addition, frequency
analysis allows the assessment of the geometric surface structure, independently from the type of treatment [22, 28].
The most reasonable and precise in terms of mathematical description, seems to be the method based on the analysis of
surface autocorrelation function or spectral power density [22, 28]. In practice, one of these functions can be used for
analysis, because the spectral power density function is a Furier transformation of the surface autocorrelation function.
In general, this function is a measure of dependence between value of data in one location and its value in the other.
Application of space-frequency functions is becoming more and more common not only to assess changes in the surface
layer in terms of their functional characteristics. The frequency analysis is the source of information about the
manufacturing process, e.g. as a carrier of information about condition of the cutting tool blade or for monitoring the
technological process based on e.g. the value of cutting forces and their components [20, 21, 24, 25].
The graphic form of the autocorrelation function can be presented, e.g. in the form of so called rose of directions
[18]. This rose determine main directions of surface formation. From the graph (Fig. 4.) can be inferred only
qualitatively about the nature of surface which is shown in Figure 5. However, from the function and indirectly from the
graph you can determine the quantitative parameter - the degree of surface isotropicity, that is, the degree of orientation
- ordering - traces of machining or wear.

Fig. 4. Example of surface structures directions rose- degree of isotropicity: Iz = 8.01%.

Fig. 5. Image of the geometric surface structure obtained by a confocal laser scanning microscopy.

5 Results
In order to verify the usefulness of using the degree of isotropicity for the quantitative assessment of occurring changes
in the surface layer of cooperating surfaces, experimental tests have been carried out. They have been made in two
stages. First, tribological tests were carried out, so the usefulness of applying the degree of isotropicity to assess
changes in the operational state of the surface layer was analysed. For the quantitative assessment of changes, the
degree of isotropicity and additional weight loss were adopted as a direct measure of wear. During surface cooperation,
there is a continuous change in the shape of the geometric surface structure, so these tests are a good tool for verifying
the suitability of using a degree of surface isotropicity to describe the shape of the structure, which in turn determines
the surface usability characteristics. The weight loss and changes in the degree of isotropicity during the transformation
of the surface layer reflect well the current state of the surface layer, and thus the current functional characteristics. The
weight loss takes place on the whole surface, so it applies to changes in the entire area of cooperating surfaces.
Structure isotropicity also applies to the entire area, it is not local. Conditions during tribological tests were mostly
adopted as permanent. Specimens with counter-specimen cooperated in the lubricating medium, which was machine oil
(L-AN 68), and the values of operational parameters were as follows: relative motion speed: 2,9 m/min (0,05 m/s),
cooperation angle between characteristic directionality of specimens and counter-specimen was 0°. Specimens were
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made of 102Cr6 steel, whereas counter-specimen was made of X210Cr12 steel. Counter-specimen hardness (60 HRC)
exceeded the hardness of the specimens so that changes took place primarily on the specimens surfaces. Hardness
values of the specimens were: 30, 40 and 50 HRC. Specimens worked at 300, 450 and 600 N loads, which corresponded
to the theoretical pressures in the contact zone: 1; 1.5 and 2 MPa. Measurement points were adopted for friction
distance at which the observed changes were the most intense and amounted to: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 m.
Figure 6 presents changes in the degree of isotropicity of the geometric surface structure of tested specimens and
loss of their mass as a function of friction distance.
a)
b)

c)

Fig. 5. Relations between mass loss of specimens m, isotropicity degree Iz and friction distance L for: a) F1 = 300 N i H3 = 50 HRC,
b) F2 = 450 N i H2 = 40 HRC, c) F3 = 600 N i H1 = 30 HRC.

Based on the results presented in the drawings it shall be stated that the analysed factors and individual relations
confirmed impact of the isotropicity degree on the surface layer transformation. The greatest changes are observed for
external operational factors (F = 600 N and H = 30 HRC), which as expected, should cause the most intense changes,
and the smallest- also as expected, for the external operational factors: F = 300 N and H = 50 HRC. With the least
intense changes in the surface layer, also changes in isotropicity and mass are clearly noticable. Changing the degree of
isotropicity is a change in the shape of the geometric surface structure. The greater the degree of isotropicity, the
distribution of characteristic elements of structure is more random. They are "flattened" and the symmetry of this
configuration increases (the degree of isotropicity increases). Single peaks and microroughness ridges are subject to
partial or complete wear. Due to the configuration structure becomes more symmetrical, which can have a positive
effect on the distribution of the lubricating medium and as a consequence on the resistance to motion.
Based on carried out studies it could be concluded that dependence of the operational surface layer transformation
course from the degree of isotropicity, which is characterizing the entire potential contact is beneficial due to the
designated tribological characteristics.
At the second stage of tests the usefulness of applying the degree of isotropicity to assess changes in the
technological surface layer state by coating were analysed. Primary surfaces with a clear lack of structure orientation
(isotropic) and surfaces with visible directionality of the geometric surface structure (anisotropic) were observed and
compared with the state after coating. The topography of these surfaces is shown in Figures 7 and 8, and the values of
measured parameters are summarized in Table 1. Isotropic surfaces of tool bit made of self-bonded carbide (fig. 7.),
while anisotropy was characterized by ground surfaces of a twist drill blade made of 102Cr6 tool steel (fig. 8). In both
analysed cases, the coating was made of titanium nitride (TiN).
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a)

b)

Fig. 7. Topography of self-bounded carbide surface: a) without coating, b) with TiN coating.

a)

b)

Rys. 8. Topography of the twist drill surface made of 102Cr6 tool steel: a) without coating, b) with TiN coating.
Table 1. Calculated values of the geometric surface structure parameters
Measured
(calculated)
parameter
Ra, μm
Rq, μm
Rt, μm
Rpk, μm
Iz, %

Substrate material
self-bounded carbide

tool steel 102Cr6

without coating

coated

without coating

coated

0,26
0,33
3,81
0,3
83,3

0,2
0,26
2,94
0,25
88,3

0,39
0,45
1,5
0,42
57,4

0,34
0,39
0,94
0,38
85,2

Based on the obtained results it shall be concluded that the surfaces with the coating are characterized by a lower
value of roughness parameters than before coating and for all analysed parameters. In case of isotropicity, its varied
change is observed after applying the ceramic coating to the tested materials. In case of surfaces with a clear lack of
structure orientation (self-bounded carbide) changes are insignificant, whereas in case of surfaces with high
anisotropicity (tool steel) changes are pronounced. In this case, the stereometric shape of surface after applying coating
changed significantly, which reflects the change in the degree of isotropicity. On the other hand, roughness parameters
do not characterize changes in shape, so they will not reflect well the changes in the functional characteristics of a
friction pair consisting of such elements.
Based on the obtained tests it must be stated that determining the technological surface layer condition, which
determines the potential functional characteristics, by using the degree of isotropicity may be beneficial due to the
possibility of controlling the technological process with tribological criteria.

5 Summary
The usefulness of adopting the degree of surface isotropicity to assess the condition of the surface layer of cooperating
friction pair elements and usefulness for assessing the condition of the surface layer at the stage of shaping desired
characteristics of the geometric surface structure during the manufacturing process has been found on the basis of
experimental research and analysis. Adopting the degree of isotropicity to assess the surface stereometric shape is an
alternative or supplement method to the classic adoption of a properly selected set of roughness parameters, or
individual parameters for the evaluation potential functional characteristics of the frictional surfaces couples. In
addition, due to the possibility of subjective selection to assess the state of the surface structure roughness parameters,
the use of the degree of surface isotropicity for this assessment may be a more advantageous solution, not loaded to the
fault of the subjective selection model of parameters.
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